International Hindi Essay Competition
In the context of World Hindi Day 2016

Title: “Mere desh ki Hindi Sanstha” or “Mere desh ka Hindi Prachararak”

The Competition is divided into 5 Geographical Regions:

1. Africa & Middle East
2. Americas
3. Asia & Australia (Excl. India)
4. Europe
5. India

Cash Prize of:
1st Prize: USD 300
2nd Prize: USD 200
3rd Prize: USD 100

& a Certificate will be awarded to winners from each region.

Terms & Conditions:

- Only one entry on one of the above themes will be accepted per participant.
- It is mandatory for the essay to be on an institution or individual which has contributed to the promotion and propagation of Hindi in the country of residence of the participant.
- Essays should be well researched and referenced as per internationally accepted norms and shall contain authentic information regarding the life/history, achievements and other relevant information about the institution or individual. Photographs of the institution or individual may also be included in the essay.
- The essay should not exceed 3000 words and should be neatly handwritten or typed in Devanagari.
- Each entry must be an unpublished (print or electronic) original work and free from any copyright.
- Entries should not include name, signature or details of participants. Name, address, telephone number and e-mail of participant should be submitted in a separate sheet.
- “International Hindi Essay Competition” should be clearly written on the top left corner of the envelope as subject of the e-mail.
- The decision of the Jury will be final.
- The WHS reserves the right to publish the essays.

Deadline
30 November, 2015

Contact
World Hindi Secretariat,
Swift Lane,
Forest Side 74427,
Mauritius.

(230) 676 1196
(230) 676 1224
info@vishwashindhi.com

Results will be declared on the occasion of World Hindi Day 2016